
Mr. Andrew Sciambra 	 5/1/91 
6151 Pratt Drive 
New Orleans, LA 70122 

Dear Moo, 

Because you told me you do not want to talk to any reporter about the Oliver Stone 

movie the message I /fat on your machine is that I want to ask you one question. So, I 

do not know whether you returned and got the message or decided not to respond. and in 

a few minutes I have a medical appeintment and can mail this in town and get it to you 

a day faster. 

as I told you I would, I told George Lardner what you said about not wanting to talk. 

He has but a single question, based on the part Of Sim's book that "deals with an oil 

and gas man from Denver who came to see Garrison after the news of the investigation broke 

and tried to get him to drop it by offering him, indeed, saying he could guarantee him, 

a federal judgeship. Garrison said he declined and showed the guy the door. Sciambra was 

acid to be present and reportedly noticed the guy was wearing 'an Annapolis ring'." 

In his letter George asked me if I would ask you about this and when it happened. 

This is why I pjoned when the mail came. 

Personally, I have a vague recollection but I don't know whether I'd heard this down 

there or remember it vaguely from the book. 

The only clear recollection I have of Colorado is that BoxleI was there, if I re- 

call correctly on Perrin. 

Lardner also sent ma xeroxes of sons stories on the movie and on Stone from the 

Dallas papers. Several things he did not say until some time after he had had time to 

my letter lead me to believe that he recognized the problem he had basing the 

movie on Jim's book. From what he told the Dallas papers he has rewritten the script 

I have, extensively. 

Beat to everybody, 

gag 


